Fidelity interview questions::

1st round:
1. Explain about exception?
2. What is the super class of throwable?
3. Explain about collections?
4. Write a code for run time polymorphism
5. Assume one employee table, in this table name, salary and role column is there. We have to retrieve salary by ascending order and group the role. Write the SQL query
6. Write a code for triggers and procedure

2nd round:
1. Maven configuration
2. Difference between maven and gradle
3. How u configure jobs in Jenkins
4. Explain about cucumber
5. Difference between cucumber and jbehave
6. What is meant by @cachelookup in pom
7. Write sample code in pom.xml
8. Write a code for window handling
9. How u will automate mobile using perfecto
10. What is the use of junit
3rd round:
1. Difference between testng and junit
2. What is meant by views and materialized view
3. Write code for custom exception
4. Explain extend js report
5. How u will take screenshots
6. Write code for JDBC connection

4th round:
1. Difference between Set and map
2. How u handle null point exceptions
3. Roles and responsibilities
4. How u will do rest Webservice
5. What is the use of hibernate and spring
6. Write a code for excel reader

5th round:
1. Why u want to switch?
2. What difference u found product base and service based company
3. Why u want to come fidelity
4. Agile process
5. What are the framework you worked